Starting in the beginning of the nineteenth century up to the middle of the twentieth century, religious movements sprang up throughout the sertão, the semi-arid northeast region of the country. These "rural messianic movements", featuring penitential and apocalyptic elements, were spread widely by wandering preachers -the "beatos" and "conselheros" -who heralded the coming of the end of the world and hence the need for salvation. Thus, through religion, peasants voiced their willingness to destroy an unjust world and rebuild it in a different manner. The social utopia of the sertão, thus, referred to an eschatological future and the transformation of power relations, embodied at the time in "holy villages" where followers lived according to their religious and social ideals of brotherhood under the guidance of one or more messianic leaders. These communities, often shaped by the Sebastianist prophecy, were frequently viewed as a threat to the establishment and attacked by the army.
the publication of Os Sertões, by Euclydes da Cunha,2 the movement of the Conselheiristas3 provided the pattern for later studies on all socio-religious movements of northeastern Brazil and the country as a whole. This is why for a long time these movements were "explained" from a biological and environmental perspective, as was typical of the initial phase of social sciences in Brazil.4 In addition to medicine, physical anthropology, and human geography, other sciences were deployed to analyze the phenomenon, trying to explain it "scientifically", like sociology and anthropology, more or less influenced by Marxist or Durkheimian theories. The movements could thus be categorized as pre-political forms of social struggle,5 or the result of anomie in "rural"6 so cieties, and so on. Apparently, the religious, the symbolic, did not have the same status as the political, the social, and the economic with regard to explanations. From the clinical to the sociological approach, from the authoritarian to the liberal-paternalist, until the Marxist, the terminology as well as the resulting explanations only defined the "other" as barbarian and incomprehensible, sertanejo and underdeveloped, unable to adopt the language of reason and bound to "alienated" expressions that were not acknowledged as a proper system for interpreting the world. Starting in the 1970s and 80s, the interest in folk Catholicism awakened among anthropologists and sociologists of religion -politically engaged in the fight for democratization -led them to criticize the conclusions of previous works and changed the direction of studies to focus instead on understanding social issues from the point of view of the actors. This pointed out the need for a closer study of "Catolicismo popular" in its expressive and symbolic aspects, with the aim of understanding peasant
